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Since 1992 the Institute of Fisheries Ecology has been monitoring radioactivity in fish from
Barents Sea, mostly taken as random samples from hauls on board of commercial trawlers in the
western part near Bear Island and from Northcap Bank. Soon cod was selected as reference fish
because of its widespread existence and because of its always slightly elevated concentrations of 137Cs
compared with other species. Inspecting data refering to the same year but different areas or to the
same area but different years, these concentrations in the biological samples show a broad distribution.
Statistical data always spread around their mean. That may result from different sources. It can be
entirely a random distribution of single values, it can be a not predictable annually or regionally
varying influence on the whole ecosystem, or it can be a systematic variations of the investigated
objects. All these effects together make it difficult to compare systems based on random samples.
Wrong interpretations may follow, which in hypothesis tests are called errors of 1. or 2. type. These
errors affect the power of a test.

Results of further cruises with ,FFS Walther Herwig EQ' in 1994 and in 1997 indicated a
systematic relation between the 137Cs concentration in cod fillets and the length of these fishes. An
increase of these concentrations with fish length was observed. Such a correlation was verified by
russian investigations, in the meantime for cod, too. In the length range from 25 cm to 115 cm, e.g. the
137Cs concentrations increased four times in fishes from the same haul. The power of a test can be
improved taking into account fish length as a covariable. As a consequence, with equal tolerated error
probability, smaller differences of means can be declared.

An analysis of covariance was performed with the SAS procedure GLM. A cubic regression of
length was included to analyse the logarithms of the I37Cs concentrations for regional differences. For
these log-transformed data the residuals show the necessary normal distribution. A cross term for
linear regression and region was allowed. The only significant change for this cross term resulted for
Northcap Bank cod. For the other regions one equal regression parameter was sufficient. Therefore the
fitted curves for Spitzbergen, Bear Island, and Central Bank are quite similar with always increasing
trend. In contrast, for Northcap Bank, there is an almost horizontal line between 50 and 70 cm length.
At Northcap Bank, the smaller fishes seem to have higher 137Cs concentrations relative to larger ones
than in the other regions. In all areas fish length is an important biological parameter for the 137Cs
concentration in cod fillet.

We found different length distributions of cod stocks in the distinct investigation areas and
different means for 137Cs concentrations in fillets. But the influence of length on concentration could
be considered and more general results could be derived. It became evident that everywhere in the
monitored part of the Barents Sea, between Bear Island and Central Bank, obviously similar low levels
of 137Cs in cod fillet were present. In 1997 e.g. cod of length 70 cm has got only 0.3 Bq/kg ww.
Differences in the means between Bear Island and Spitzbergen or between Bear Island and Central
Bank were found in the range of 10% to 15%, with increasing concentrations from Spitzbergen to
Central Bank. It seams to be more probable that the small differences between 137Cs concentrations in
cod fillet from different catching areas detected in 1997 find an explanation in local differences in the
food web rather than they hint at further sources of radioactivity [1]. Results of model calculations
make it very unlikely that radioactivity, e.g. from dumping sites in the Kara Sea, effects the levels in
the Barents Sea noticeably [2]. Besides with nuclear fallout the Barents Sea is mainly loaded with
radionuclides from the European nuclear reprocessing plants [3,4].

Between 1994 and 1997 137Cs concentrations in cod fillets from Barents Sea decreased more
than those in water [5]. In 1994 we calculated a concentration factor from water to cod fillet of just
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below 200 I/kg for cod of medium length. In 1997 the factor was reduced to almost 100 I/kg, which
corresponds well with the recommended value for North Sea cod. This variation of the concentration
factor agrees quite well with a reported [6] time dependence between 28 I/kg and 182 I/kg, observed
for cod fillet from the Barents Sea from 1979 to 1994.
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